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ON THE CHARACTERIZATION OF INSIDE PRESENTATIONS AND INSIDE QUOTIENTS OF PARTIAL ALGEBRAS
In this paper the partial algebras of a given type are considered. A partial algebra A is aaid to be an inside quotient of a partial algebra B if A Q £B 0 (A Q and B Q are the universes of A and B) and there is an inside presentation of A in B, i.e. there is a aurjactive closed homomorphism h:B'->-A whose domain B' is a relative subalgebra of B, AQSBQ and h|A0 * 1 A . Some characterizations of the sets Q(B) and Pr (B) of all inside quotients of B and of all inside presentations of partial algebras in B and moreover, of classes
Q(K) -U{q(B)i BcK) and
In(K) = 1)[{b} * IT(B) s Beli}, where K is a olass of partial algebras of the type G, are determined. We show that Q is a closure operator on the olass P(Q) of all partial algebras of the type G. The abstraot Q-closed classes are the classes olosed under relative subalgebras and olosed homomorphia images. We also oonsider the question: is a given olass K Q-generated by olass K^ of all own total algebras? Some solutions of the equation Q(K^) » K are obtained.
This paper is based on the author s lecture presented at the Symposium on the Universal Algebra held at N. Copernicus University Toruri, Bachotek, oji May 23-27, 1984.
Preliminaries
An n-ary partial operation over a set I is a partial function f from Y n to Y, i.e. a function f:dom f -• Y, where dom f c.Y n , The elements C> in Y n are considered as functions £i:n-Y, where n = {1,2,... ,nj-. A type is a function G that relates to each natural number n a set (of n-ary operator symbols) with G n n G m = 0 for all n 4 m. Let G be a type. A partial algebra of the type G is a pair A «=< AQ,A.J^> such that A q is a set (called the universe of A) and A^ is a function (called G-structure of A) that relates to each pair (n,g), where n = 0,1,2,... and geG Q , an n-ary partial operation g A over the set AQ. If A is a partial algebra of the type G, then Ar^(A) is the set of all pairs <g,6>, where g e G n and 6e dom g A , and Ar(A) = U {Ar^(A): n => 0,1,2,...}. A partial algebra A of the type G is said to be total provided Ar^n^(A) = = G n xA 0 n for all n. Consider now two partial algebras A and A' of the type G. A homomorphiem from A to A' is a function hsA 0 -«• AQ which satisfies the following statement«
If h is a homomorphism from A to A' , then we write h:A-A'« A homomorphism h:A-• A 1 is said to be closed if h satisfies the statement:
A homomorphism hi A.-A' is called full if h satisfies the statement:
If AQ £ AQ and the inclusion mapping J:AQ-AQ, j{x) = x for x 6 AQ, is a homomorphism, then A is called a weak relative subalgebra of A'; if j is a full homomorphism, then A is oalled a relative subalgebra of A' ; if j is a closed homomorphism, then A is said to be a subalgebra of A'* If A 7 is ¡^partial algebra of the type G, then each subset Y£AQ determines unique relative subalgebra A of A' with A Q » Y and A is denoted by A'|Y, moreover, Ar(A) is denoted by ATY(A').
The least subalgebra A of A' such that Y£AQ is denoted by
, then we say that Y generates A'. In the sequel P(G) and T(G) denote the classes of all partial and total algebras of the type G respectively. If P(G), then K is considered as a category whose objeots are the elements of K and whose morphisms are all homomorphisrns. moreover, F(M,K) denotes, if it exists, the K-free object in K freely generated by a set M, i.e. an objeot A in K generated by M such that for each object A' in K and each mapping ft M -AQ there is unique homomorphism f*":A-*-A' being an extension of f or f*|M « f. Let X = {x-pXg,...}-be an infinite set. The elements of X are considered as variables.
is the set {x^,x 2 ,...,x n |. The elements of ? n (G) =
• P(X n ,T(G)) 0 are called n-ary G-terms. If t is an n-ary G-term and A is a partial algebra of the type G, then t induces in A a n-ary partial operation t A over the set A Q (see [2, 6] [6] ). For the concepts not defined in this paper s«« the .papers [2] , [3] , [4] . A surjective function f iY -* Z is said to be a selection provided ZS.Y and f|z • 1 Z or f(z) « z for all zeZ. A homomorphism htA-"-B is called a seleotion homomorphism if h:A Q -B Q is a seleotion. A selection homomorphism h:A -*-B is said to be generated provided BQ generates A* Introduoe now the notion of inside presentation of the type G. An inside presentation of the type G is a pair E = <E',E"> such that B' is a partial algebra of the type G and E":C -»-A is a selection closed homomorphism whose domain C is a relative subalgebra of E'. If E =<b'»E m jC-A> is an inside presentation of the type G, then A is called the quotient of B and also the inside quotient of E' determined by E" and moreover, A is denoted by E. An inside presentation B of the type G is said to be generated provided B" is a generated selection closed homomorphism. Let E <E' ,E":C -A> and D » <D' ,D"sC' --A' > be two inside presentations of the type G. A morphism from E to D is a pair h x<(h' ,h"^> of homomorphisms together with E and D suoh that h" is a restriction of h' and the diagram B" C A commutes. The composition of morphisms is induoed by one of homomorphisms. In this way we. have obtained a oategory In • = In(P(G)) of all inside presentations of the type G. The full subcategory of In defined by all generated objects will be denoted by In' « In'(P(G)}. An object E of the oategory In or In' is oailed a K-object, where K^P(G), provided E'e K. The full subcategories of In and of In' defined by all K-objectB will be denoted by In(K) and In'(K) respectively.
Define a ooncept of an inside congruence selection of the type G. An inside oongruenoe selection of the type G is a pair E «<B',E">, where E' is a partial algebra of the type G and E":Y--Z is a eeleotion whose domain Y is a subset of EQ and whose kernel is a closed oongruenoe of B'| Y or in the other words the selection B" satisfies the following conditions:
(1) for all <g,6"> e Ar(E') we have <g,6'>e Ar y (B') if and only if <g,E"(6)>e Ar y (E'),
(2) for all <g,fOeAr y (E') t B" C« B i (ET) > -E n {g B , (E" (6))). If in addition Z generates E'| Y f then B is called generated inside oongruenoe seleotion of the type G. If E»< B'.E":Y -*-Z> is an inside congruence selection of the type G, then 5 determines a partial algebra E of the type G suoh thati From the definition of E and of B it follows that E" is a sur¡jective closed homomorphism of E 1 1 Y onto E and thus the following fact is proved.
(2.1) Proposition. For eaoh inside congruence seleotion E of the type G the pair H(B) * < E 1 ,B M :E' | Y -S> is an inside presentation of the type G suoh that:
(6) the quotient of K(B) is identioal to the restilt of E or H(E) » E, (7) if B is generated, then so is H(E)• The mapping H from (2.1) can be considered as a functor frqm the category In to a category S = S(Bi(G)) whose objeots are all inside oongruenoe selections of the type G and whose morphism» from B to D in S are the pairs h • < h' ,h")> of functions together with B and I) suoh that h" is a restriction of h' , h' is a homomorphism from E'| Y to D' | Y and h" o g" « -D"o h' , where E":Y-Z and D"tY' -, h' :Y -Y' and h" :Z -» Z 1 . The generated objects in the category S define the full subcategory s' of S. For a class KSP(G) the objects E of S with E'e K are called K-objects. The K-objects define the full subcategories S(K) and S 1 (K) of the categories S and S' respectively. Prom the definitions easily follows the next fsct.
(2.2) Proposition. For each inside presentation E = <S',E" :C -• A> of the type G the pair H*(E) -® <( s' ,E" :C q -A 0 > is an inside congruence selection of the type G such that (6) E = H*(E),
if E is generated, then so is H*(E).
By (2.1) and (2.2) we have the functors H : S -In and H* : In -"" S such that H* = H~1 and thus H and H* are the isomorphisms. The restrictions of H and H* determined by all generated objects and K-objects are also the isomorphisms and we have proved the following theorem (2.3) Theorem. For each class K£P(G) the following statements hold true) (I) the restricted funotors H and H* determine the isomorphisms In each poset oategory from (10) every element has an extension to a maximal one. But E 1 = D 1 -B and thus E « D. This finishes the proof of (3).
The set In(B) under the subpresentation relation < is n-semi-lattioe. Let us observe that If a sequenoe 5e B0 n is A-adaptable, then by is denoted at
suoh a sequenoe AQ n that
A partial algebra A of the type G is said to be an inside modifioation of a partial algebra B of the type G if the following oonditions are satisfied« (ml) AQ^BQ and Ar( A) ^ Ar(B), (m2) if gB(6)eAQ and £>(i) e AQ for all i, then 6 e dom gA and gA(6) = gB(6), (m3) if gB(6) = 63(6'), where 6,6' are A-adaptable and 6ke dom gA, ^edom g'A, then gA(6A) -(m4) if y = eB(6") e AQ and 6 is A-adaptable, then S = gB(SA) (and thus, by (m2), y = «A^A^* For K£P(G), we denote by M(K) the olasB of all inside modifications of all B in K and by M*(K) the olass of all pairs <B,A>, where B belongs to K and A is an inside modification of B. The class M*(K) oan be considered as a oategory whose morphisms from<B,A> to <B' ,A'> are all homomorphisms h:A -A' together with <B,A> and <B' ,A'>.
The above problem is solved by the next theorem. (3.1) Theorem. For arbitrary two partial algebras A and B of the type G the following statements are equivalent:
(1) A e Q(B), (2) InA(B) 4 0,
A is an inside modification of B or AeM(B), (4) the pair (B,A) has the property (q), (5) the pair |B,A| is a generated inside presentation of the type G, (6) InA(B) 4 0,
AeQ'(B). Proof.
(1) (2) It is obvious. (2) (3) Assume (2). Let <B,hiB' -^ A > e InA(B). Then h:B'-A is a selection closed homomorphism whose domain B' is a relative subalgebra of B. Hence AQS.Bq, Ar(A) £ Ar(B' ) £ £ Ar(B) and (ml) holds. If ggfS) EA Q , where 5(i) EAQ for all i, then gB(6) = gB, (5) = h(gB (6")) = gA(h(<>)) = gA(S) because h|AQ «= 1A and thus we have (i«n2). Let gg(6) = gg(fr')» where 6 and 6' are A-adaptable. Then we have MggifO) = -gAU(6)) -gA(6A) = h(g^(6')) = g^(h(E>')) = g'A(6'a) or (m3) holds. If y = gg(^) e AQ and 6 is A-adaptable, then y « h(y) = b(%i(6)) = gA(h(6')) « gA(ffA) -&B'{6A) = gg ( 6A ) since h is closed, whenoe (m4) holds. Therefore (3) holds« (3) => (4). Assume (3) . Then (q1) holds beoause it is identioal to (ml). From (ml) it follows that dom t^cdom tfi for all n and for all tePn(G). Hence we obtain the formula (p1): oo
Now we prove the following statement (p2)t (p2) if tB(S) = tgiff'), where 5 edom tA, 6' e dom tA, then tA (6) t'A{&).
For this consider three oases:
, where qtq' are A-adap table  (II) t -x±, y = tB(S) = fif(i) « t¿(6") = )eA0, where ç' is A-adaptable (III) t * xít t =« xjf tB(6) = er(±) = tB( {>' ) = 6'U) e AQ.
In the case (III) tA(6) -tB(6) and t^(6') » tB(S') and thus tA(5) = *A(6') and the statement (p2) is proved. In the oase (II) using (mil) we have y * «b^A^ 01 ^ 7 " bu * gA(ç'A) = *Á (€r ' ) » whence y " or " W*') aDd thus the statement is proved. In the caée (I) using (o3) we obtain «b^A* = g B^A ) » whenoe ( m2) «A^A» " g Á ( 9A ) » but V^ " " g A ( SA 1 ' ^A*' 6 ' 1 * «ÁW» thufi t A^) " t Á í6 ' /) or th9 stagnent (p2) 
(1 ) It is obvious beoause Q'(B)£Q(B).
This finishes our proof of theorem (3.1).
By (2.3) and (3.1) we immediately obtain respectively. By (3.2) we have
. From the properties of absolutely free total algebra B = F(Y,T(G)) of the type G freely generated by Y it follows that each partial algebra A of the type G such that AQ£I fulfils the conditions (¡01), (m2), (m3) and (m4) or A is a modification of B and thus, by (3.1)« Aeg'(B). In particular A' }(F(AQ,I(G))) and the mapping V*(A) = | F(AQ,T(G)),A| induces a functor V*:P(G) -»-FIn{T(G)) which is an isomorphism. In this way using (3.1) we have proved the following facts,, (3.4) Proposition. P(G) = FQ(T(G)) = Q(T(G)) and the functor V* Rives the isomorphism P(G)^FIn(T(G)).
For each K£.P(G), K t is the class of all total algebras in K, If K£P(G) is a non-trivial primitive class, then so is K^ or K^ is a non-trivial equationaly definable class of total algebras. For this, by (3.1) , it is sufficient to see that A is an inBide modification of B • P(A Q ,K t ) or that the pair (B,A), where card(A 0 )^o(, has the property (q). Obviously Ar(A)^Ar(B) and thus (q1) holds. We have a homomorphism h»B--A + being the extension of the identity mapping 1. . Now we prove (p2). A 0 For this at first let us observe that, by [l] , [5] , [6] , A can be considered as a relative subalgebra of A + (for A trivial we use the condition (tr)). Henoe if t B (&) * tgCff'), where for all i 6(i) and tf'(i) belong to Ag, then using h we obtain t + {6) = t'+fe'), whenoe * A (ST) = t^(ff') beoause A is a A A relative subalgebra of A* and thus the statement (p2) is proved for B « F(A 0 ,K t ). Therefore we have also (p3) and (p4) or (q2) and (q3) are satisfied. Henoe the pair (B,A) has the property (q) and thus, by (3.1), 1(A) is a generated inside presentation of tha type G and K*®' = P^Q(K^}. Obviously ths mapping I determines an isomorphism K^ F^IniK^). This finishes our proof of Theorem (3.5).
4. On the properties of the operator Q of inside quotients At first we prove that Q is a closure operator on the class P( j G) and we determine the Q-closed olasses.
(4.1) Theorem. For each class Kgp(G) the following conditions are satisfied: Proof.
(1) >1b:B-»-B is an inside presentation of B in B and thus B e Q(B). Henoe we have (1).
(2) It is obvious. (3) Let A e Q(Q(K)). Then there is C eq(K) with A6Q(C). Henoe we have an inside presentation <B,h':B' --where Be K, and an inside presentation <C,hsC'-A>. Sinoe h and h' are selection closed homomorphism, therefore c' is a relative subalgebra of B and thus <B,h:C' -A^ is an inside presentation or A€Q(B)CQ(K). Hence Q(Q(K)) = Q(K) and (3) is proved.
(4) This follows easily from the definition.
(5) At first assume that Q(K) = K. If As K and A' is a relative subalgebra of A, then <A,1A,> is an inside presentation and thus A ; €Q(A)CQ(K) = K or K is closed under relative subalgebras. If B e K and f:B -"-B' is a surjeotive closed homomorphism, then there is an inside congruence selection E =< B,f':BQ -» Aq> such that » . The result IeR(K) « = Q(K) = K is isomorphic to B' and thus B'e K or K is closed under closed homomorphic images. The s&cond part is given by (4) . This finishes the proof of (5) and of Theorem (4.1).
Consider now the question: Is a given class K£P(G) Q-generated by the class K t of own total algebras? In the other words we shall study the equation Q(K t ) = K. commutes. By (3.1) the pair (B, A) has the property (q) and thus, by (s), the pair (F(A 0 ,K),A) also has the property (q), whence AeQ(F(A Q ,K)). Henoe FQ(K) = Q(K). Assume that a total algebra A belongs to Q(K) « FQ(K). Then there is a surjective closed homomorphism h:C -A being a seleotion, where C is a relative subalgebra of F(A Q ,K). Since h is olosed and A is total, C is also total and thus CeK as a subalgebra of F(A 0 ,K)<i K, A e K as a homomorphio image of C € K. Henoe Q(K) t =K. This finishes our proof of Theorem (4.3) .
By (4.3) we obtain (4.4) Corollary. The classes K = Q(K^), where K^ is any non-trivial equational^ ' definable class of total algebras of the type G, satisfy the equation Q(K f ) = K.
(4.5) The o r e m . For each non-trivial equationaly definable alass KQT(G) the following statements are satisfied:
(1) The category Q(K) is isomorphic to the oategory Flc(K).
(2) The class Q(K) is closed with respect to dlreot products, relative subalgebras, closed homooorphic images and homomorphio images of relative subalgebras of total algebras of K.
Proof. defines a closed homomorphism h*:C -*b' such that C is a relative subalgebra of A + £ K. Hence C eK and B f e K, because K is olosed under relative subalgebras and olosed homomorphio images. This completes the proof of Theorem (4.5).
